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Abstract
As noted by theorists such as Blau, Durkheim, Mayhew, and others, interaction opportunity is a fundamental determinant
of social structure. One of the most empirically well established factors influencing interaction opportunity is that of
physical distance. The strength of this effect in modern societies, however, has been called into question because of
technological advances (the so-called death-of-distance hypothesis). Here, the authors examine the effect of distance
in an extreme case, considering weak friendship ties among university-affiliated persons in a large-scale online social
network. Additionally, the authors explore institutional covariates, such as prestige and public or private status, as
moderators of the relationship between distance and social tie probability. The findings demonstrate that geographical
distance continues to affect social ties, despite the absence of physical barriers to tie formation and maintenance.
The authors find moreover that institutional factors differentially affect the propensity for two university-affiliated
individuals to be tied across large distances, illustrating that systematic differences in network structure along status
lines persist even in ostensibly unconstrained settings.
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A basic insight of sociological theory is that opportunity—the
possibility of interaction to occur—is a fundamental determinant of realized social structure (Blau 1977; Durkheim 1893;
Mayhew 1984). Among others, factors such as physical distance, status, wealth, and institutional affiliation are known
constraints on social interaction (Bossard 1932; Latané et al.
1995; Stewart 1941a). In the age of the Internet, however, the
interplay between these traditional opportunity structures and
social interaction has arguably changed; indeed, the current
wave of technological change is only the latest in a long line
of innovations that have altered the nature of human society
(see, e.g., Benniger 1986; Bijker and Law 1994; Castells
1996; Diamond 1999; Pool 1977; Rheingold 2000; White
1964). New modes of transportation allow increased mobility, permitting social ties to be formed and maintained over
greater distances. Advances in communication technologies
change the time scale on which interpersonal communication
over large distances is possible. More recently, technologies
such as mobile phones and Internet-based messaging have
made rapid communication across the globe commonplace.
With the development and diffusion of these technologies
comes the possibility that social interaction may no longer be
restricted or constrained in the same ways that it had been

previously. Do traditional opportunity structures no longer
shape social interaction? Or do these factors still persist, even
in the face of radical technological change? This is the central
question with which we are concerned.
Historically, one of the most important structural constraints on interaction has been physical distance (Bossard
1932; Caplow and Forman 1950; Festinger, Schachter, and
Back 1950; Latané et al. 1995; Stewart 1941b; Zipf 1949). In
recent years, however, many have questioned the continuing
importance of proximity as a determinant of social interaction. This tradition is exemplified in the work of Cairncross
(2001), who went so far as to promote the “death of distance”
in modern society, claiming that communication technologies are rapidly obliterating distance as a relevant factor in
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determining not only how we live our day-to-day lives but
how business is conducted around the globe.
Individuals in a social environment in which distance no
longer affects social interaction are free to form social ties
with myriad others across the globe. More important, the
claim is made that if given this opportunity, they will do so.
It is this assumption that underlies “death of distance” arguments. Although Cairncross’s (2001) work is a popular representation of this hypothesis (see, relatedly, Friedman
2005), others have similarly incorporated death-of-distance
themes into their own research, both explicitly and implicitly
(Adams 1997; Kolko 2000; Wang, Lai, and Sui 2003).
Indeed, numerous books with the title or theme of the “death
of distance” have appeared in recent years (e.g., Cairncross
2001; O’Brien 1992; Vogelsang and Compaine 2000),
receiving substantial public attention. Research in a variety
of disciples within the social sciences contains similar
themes; see, for example, the work of Glaeser and Ponzetto
(2010) in economics, in which the authors argue that the
“death of distance” is in part responsible for the decline of
Detroit; the work of Castells (1996) in the field of communication, in which the author argues that the “death of distance”
is changing the landscape of human communication and
freeing the global labor force from geographical constraints;
and the work of Wellman, Boase, and Chen (2002) and
Rainie and Wellman (2012) in the field of sociology, in
which the authors argue that space and distance are no longer
limitations to creating a community. Mok, Wellman, and
Carrasco (2010) even pose the titular question “Does
Distance Still Matter in the Age of the Internet?” concluding
that “e-mail contact is generally insensitive to distance.”
Despite the considerable attention gleaned by “death of
distance” claims, research in this area is not without dissenting voices. Some scholars disagree that communication and
information technologies are in fact obliterating distance as a
determinant of social interaction. Others believe the claims
are exaggerated or premature. Onnela et al. (2011), for example, used data representing mobile phone calls and text messages to demonstrate that interaction probability for mobile
phone contacts declines with distance.1 Mesch, Talmud, and
Quan-Haase (2012) considered self-reported instant message
communication and found a similar distance effect on interaction. These results arguably suggest that technologies
allowing contact at any distance have a limited effect on propinquity when they do not also provide users with a way to
“discover” new social contacts at long distances. In social
media environments, Takhteyev, Gruzd, and Wellman (2012)
studied the impact of geography on Twitter relationships,
concluding that many social ties lies within the same metropolitan region and that formal boundaries (e.g., national
boarders) also predict tie probability. Likewise, Kulshrestha
et al. (2012) showed that geography continues to have a significant impact on user interactions in the Twitter social network, suggesting that these effects could be explain by
shared national, linguistic, and cultural backgrounds.
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Backstrom, Sun, and Marlow (2010) also showed an empirical pattern of tie probability declining with physical distance,
in this case for Facebook relationships. This prior work,
however, tends to show an empirical relationship between tie
probability and physical distance without modeling this
association. Moreover, very few prior studies have examined
factors moderating this relationship.
One of the challenges in evaluating the “death of distance” hypothesis lies in its preconditions. The theory maintains that in social environments in which individuals have
access to unlimited numbers of potential social contacts, ties
will be formed and exist without regard to geographic constraints. Inherent in this claim is the precondition that the
social environment must afford individuals the opportunity
to form and maintain social ties with whomever, wherever. In
such a case, the observed marginal relationship between
physical distance and social interaction is predicted to be
flat. Although many Internet-based communication and
information technologies facilitate interaction across large
distances, not all tools actually afford users the opportunity
and ability to both initiate and maintain social ties with the
global population at large; an effective test of the hypothesis
must thus focus on a setting that provides these capabilities.
Online social networking sites (OSNs) are a key Internetbased communication medium that frequently does allow
users to browse public or semipublic profiles of other users,
“network” (i.e., initiation relationships with known contacts
and strangers), and articulate their social ties (Ellison 2007)
irrespective of geographical location. OSNs expand the population of potential contacts, allowing the opportunity to
establish and maintain social relations across geographical
and institutional barriers. By the assumptions of the “death
of distance” hypothesis, this removal of barriers to interaction opportunity should lead to a “flattening” of tie distributions with respect to distance. At the same time, however, it
is not inevitable that the theoretical possibility of long-range
interactions will translate to the loss of geography as a practical constraint on social ties. Geographical proximity continues to be associated with opportunities for common
organizational affiliations, shared environmental exposures,
and meeting opportunities; even if ties can be created and
maintained at large distances, then, the contexts that initiate
and sustain social relationships remain largely geographical.
Whether distance is in fact “dead” as a determinant of largescale social interaction in ostensibly barrier-free settings
such as OSNs thus remains an important question, with
ample reason (e.g., Backstrom et al. 2010) to doubt the “flat
world” narrative.
In this work, we examine the question of whether and
how physical geography and other basic opportunity structures continue to predict the structure of large-scale interpersonal networks. To provide a strong test of the ongoing
importance of geography, we stack the deck against distance
by deliberately choosing a social environment in which geographical opportunity structures are theoretically as weak as
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possible: OSNs. As noted above, OSNs offer a context in
which social ties can be formed with almost anyone, almost
anywhere, and almost at any time. Moreover, social ties in
OSNs can cost relatively little to create and maintain (with
maintenance costs, if any, being unrelated to the distance
between interaction partners). If traditional opportunity and
cost constraints on social interaction are dead, this should be
their graveyard. If one continues to find that factors such as
geography, status, wealth, and other such factors play a
strong role in the structure of online social ties, however,
then there is good reason to believe that technological
changes will not eliminate traditional determinants of social
structure in other (less “barrier free”) contexts.
To examine the association between social relationships
and physical space, we use a large probability sample of publicly visible egocentric Facebook networks for which the
individuals involved specify university affiliations (Gjoka
et al. 2010). This is one of only a few data sets providing a
probability sample of large-scale, spatially embedded, online
social relationships with interesting individual-level social
status differences. In addition, it offers a conservative context in which to study the influence of geography on social
ties. Not only are friendship initiations relatively easy on
Facebook, but individual users have access to a large, diverse
(both spatially and socially) set of potential contacts. Indeed,
the environment of Facebook itself is designed to lessen distance effects, precisely as the “death of distance” hypothesis
alleges. Insofar as geography continues to matter in this setting, its importance in other (e.g., face-to-face) contexts is
likely to be even more pronounced. We focus on universitybased ties because literature in both higher education and
social networks speaks to the importance of social ties and
potential institutional status effects that may structure such
relationships (e.g., as a mechanism to replicate inequality;
see Rivera 2011). Thus, this case allows us to test the impact
of nongeographical institutional factors on tie structure (e.g.,
social distance factors; Blau 1977; McPherson 2004).
To foreshadow our findings, we show here that distance is
still a vital predictor of social ties, even in a case in which
these effects would be, in theory, expected to be at their
weakest. Our analyses demonstrate that the probability that
any two individuals are tied drops significantly as the physical distance between them increases. In addition, there are
clear differences in how distance operates that are organized
along status lines. Specifically, we find that long-range ties
are more frequently sustained between those affiliated with
private universities than those affiliated with public institutions. Finally, our analyses indicate that institutional prestige
differences also add to the effects of distance, with ties
between affiliates of schools with disparate prestige being
less common than those between affiliates of similarly prestigious institutions. Overall, these results suggest a story of
continuing stratification along geographical and institutional
lines: distance is not dead in the Internet age, and neither are
other classical determinants of social structure. These

continuing lines of division have important consequences for
the structure of interpersonal networks and for the ongoing
reproduction of inequality in settings (such as higher education) for which personal ties act as conduits for status-relevant resources.

Study Setting
The OSN Facebook offers a rich context in which to study
social interaction. As such, it has attracted researchers from
many different fields (Lewis et al. 2008; Tufekci 2008;
Walther et al. 2008; Wimmer and Lewis 2010). Users of the
site build detailed personal profiles including information on
demographics, interests, and activities. Beyond personal
characteristics, Facebook allows users to publicly declare
“friendships” with other users, resulting in a massive online
social network. Declared friendships must be confirmed by
both parties involved to be realized, and therefore constitute
mutual relationships acknowledged by both individuals.
These relationships are viewed as socially meaningful by
users of the system and have been found to afford users both
benefits and consequences (Acquisti and Gross 2006;
Ellison, Steinfield, and Lampe 2007; Mazer, Murphy, and
Simonds 2007; Tufekci 2008) in addition to serving as conduits for information flow (including ongoing flows of information regarding personal events and activities that are by
default shared automatically between declared friends).
Given its extremely high membership rates (more than 1
billion users worldwide, as of this writing), Facebook users
have access to an extremely large, diverse (both spatially and
demographically) population of potential social contacts.2
Indeed, previous research has shown that traditional tie creation mechanisms such as racial homophily have less influence in this environment than in conventional settings
(Wimmer and Lewis 2010). Combined with the fact that creation and maintenance of social ties is essentially costless,
this theoretically infinite set of potential contacts results in
an ideal case for equal mixing across traditionally stratified
groups. Moreover, an individual’s limited capacity to maintain social ties is effectively less restricted in this context
than it would be in typical face-to-face social environments,
because of the digital bookkeeping features of online social
networks such as Facebook. In fact, removing social ties
requires more effort on the part of the user than simply letting them remain (i.e., it is both a potentially stigmatized act
and one that requires a specific action on the part of the user).
In addition, the Facebook infrastructure “encourages” users
of the site to form social relationship on the basis of shared
interests and activities. For example, one can search for other
users with identical listed favorite books, films, or music.
Many scholars have explored the social norms of
Facebook friending, as well as relationship between
Facebook friendship and other types of social relationships
(e.g., see Ellison, Steinfield, and Lampe 2006; Lampe,
Ellison, and Steinfield 2006). Although our focus is on
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structure rather than norms, we note that much of this work
supports the empirical findings presented here: traditional
opportunity structures still matter. The most important feature of the Facebook environment for our research per se is
the fact that any costs associated with the creation, maintenance, and/or deletion of social ties do not depend explicitly
on physical distance or academic institution. Thus, the social
environment on Facebook is ideal for lessening the effects of
physical distance, as well as other barriers to social relationships. Any systematic differences in mixing between groups
present in this context will likely be further exaggerated in
face-to-face settings—the persistence of interaction barriers
within Facebook is thus a strong indicator for their continuing relevance in other social arenas.

Facebook Data
The specific data used in this research come from a uniform
sample of Facebook users collected by Gjoka et al. (2010).
This data set has been used to explore many methodological
and social phenomena in the computer science and social science literatures (e.g., Almquist 2012; Gjoka, Butts et al.
2011; Gjoka, Kurant et al. 2011; Kurant et al. 2011, 2012).
These data were collected by sampling directly from the
population of 32-bit user identification numbers. We use a
rejection sampling procedure to guarantee a truly uniform
sample of users from the existing space of all publicly
shared Facebook profiles (Gjoka et al. 2010).3 It is one of
the largest principled samples of the Facebook social network in existence. Importantly for our purposes, it does
not suffer the restriction of being constrained to a few universities or colleges, nor does it suffer from biases due to
nonprobability sampling (e.g., via breadth-first search), as
do many other such data sets (e.g., Lee, Scherngell, and
Barber 2011; Lewis et al. 2008; Wimmer and Lewis 2010).
From these data we are able to obtain a probability sample
of nodes and edges from the large-scale, spatially embedded social network of friendship ties between universityaffiliated individuals.
Our sample consists of approximately 1 million users
chosen uniformly at random from the publicly visible population of Facebook. For each of these users, we have a list of
all public friendship ties between ego and his or her alters.
When specified, we also obtain university affiliation.4 With
these data, it is possible to count the number of observed ties
that exist between individuals at each pair of institutions.
That is, given two schools A and B, we are able to observe
the number of friendship ties between individuals affiliated
with each school (as well as the number of users with each
affiliation). Table 1 provides an illustrative example of the
data in question, showing the observed counts of ties between
four top-ranked universities as well as the size of the sampled user population. We use these sample quantities to
model tie probability between users, as described below.
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Table 1. Example of Social Ties between Top U.S. Universities.

Harvard
Princeton
Yale
Stanford
Estimated user
population size

Harvard

Princeton

Yale

Stanford

5,420
690
1,349
2,002
1,408

690
2,740
589
353
2,383

1,349
589
4,220
459
2,765

2,002
353
459
4,214
2,469

Geography, Institutional Context, and
Status
Traditional studies of propinquity reveal that social interaction may be significantly affected by physical distance, even
at very small scales; physical barriers such as the location of
housing units, the orientation of walkways, or the location of
desks in an office have been shown to affect interaction propensity (Barnlund and Harland 1963). Despite extensive historical evidence supporting the importance of physical
distance as a determinant in social relationships, the continued importance of such factors has been questioned in the
current environment of rapid technological change.
Evaluating such claims with the case of online friendships
offers a conservative test of the “death of distance” hypothesis. To do so, we require spatially embedded social ties.
Restricting the set of social relationships of interest to those
among university-affiliated persons allows us to associate a
physical location with each individual in our data set. Each
academic institution was geocoded on the basis of the published latitude and longitude coordinates in the Google Maps
application programming interface (https://developers.
google.com/maps/?csw=1).
Beyond physical distance, this choice of data was also
motivated by questions about institutional opportunity
structures. Ample evidence exists demonstrating the effect
of institutional or status characteristics on social relationships (e.g., Currarini, Jackson, and Pin 2010); however,
less work has examined how these institutional factors
moderate the relationship between distance and social
interaction. Because of these known mechanisms, it is
important to control for nongeographical effects expected
within these data. To control for the impact of nongeographical institutional factors on tie structure, we collect
data on institutional covariates such as perceived status,
size, setting, and so forth. Institutional prestige in the context of universities can be viewed as a proxy for access to
resources, reputation, and cultural presence (i.e., likelihood that a person has heard of a given university), each
of which could potentially influence the probability of ties
between schools. For example, higher prestige universities have larger endowments (Zemsky 2003), which for
example translates into access to resources for students to
intern in faraway cities, attend national competitions, or
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participate in overseas exchanges (Zemsky 2003).
Furthermore, institutions of higher prestige recruit from
larger regions both domestically and internationally than
do lower prestige universities (e.g., Clark 2004).
Moreover, these effects of prestige could be further exacerbated by the different levels of media attention and
salience of the higher prestige universities, with members
of high-status universities attracting more attention
(ceteris paribus) than members of low-status universities.
Measuring institutional status within the higher education
system is a complex issue; in this work we are interested
primarily in public awareness and perceived status, rather
than measures of quality or value. Thus, we use highly publicized national university rankings issued by U.S. News &
World Report (USNWR) (McDonough et al. 1998), a wellknown and influential source of ratings during the study
period.5
Although USNWR rankings contain 262 national academic institutions, we limit our study to their tier 1 and tier 2
institutions because these are the only ones that are both
ranked and scored.6 This constitutes a total of 196 top academic institutions during the study period, ranging from
Harvard University to Andrews University. For each of these
196 schools, we have a set of institutional-level covariates,
such as the number of undergraduates, endowment, type of
academic calendar, religious affiliation, tuition, setting, and
so on. These institutional statistics are released with the
USNWR rankings.

Methods
A Note on Social Network Concepts
Throughout this work we use basic concepts and notation
from social network analysis. A social network consists of
a set of entities, together with a relation on those entities
(see Wasserman and Faust 1994). The set of potential relations that might occur on the set of entities in a social network is extremely varied; relations could constitute
marriage, communication, association, copresence, or
other forms of social interaction. For our purposes we
require that relations be defined on pairs of actors (here on
referred to as dyads). Specifically, the relationship of interest here consists of mutually acknowledged friendship ties
between pairs of individuals. We represent social networks
formally as graphs. (Following common practice, we use
the terms network and graph interchangeably throughout
our subsequent discussion.) A graph is a relational structure consisting of a set of entities (called vertices or nodes),
and a set of connections among pairs of entities (called
edges or ties). Formally, we represent a graph by the pair
G = (V , E ), where V is the vertex set and E is the edge
set. These basic network concepts will aid in our discussion of spatial networks and the methods used in this
research.

Spatial Bernoulli Graphs
To examine the relationship between spatial (and other) factors and social ties, we use a scalable family of nonlinear
statistical models previously described (Almquist and Butts
2012; Butts and Acton 2011; Butts et al. 2012). These models
are closely related to the gravity models of the spatial econometrics literature (Haynes and Fortheringham 1984), and are
a special case of the general exponential random graph
framework (see Wasserman and Robins 2005 for a review).
We represent spatial influences by treating individuals as
being associated with particular points in space; the existence (or nonexistence) of ties is then assumed to arise from
a discrete exponential family conditional on the realized
interpoint distances (Butts and Acton 2011). One can express
this family of models as follows:
Pr(Y = y | D) =

∏B(Y

ij

( )

= yij | d Dij ),

(1)

{i , j}

where Y ∈ {0,1}N × N , D ∈ [0, ∞) N × N , d :[0, ∞)  [0,1] , and
B is the Bernoulli pmf. Y here represents the graph adjacency matrix (with observed value y ), such that the (i, j )
cell in the matrix is equal to 1 if there exists a tie from node
i to node j and 0 otherwise. D is a matrix of distances
between nodes, such that the (i, j ) cell represents the distance from node i to node j. The spatial interaction function (SIF), d , is a core component of this modeling
framework; it relates distance to the marginal tie probability.
Indeed, model selection will depend largely on choosing the
form and components of the SIF.
Spatial graph models exploit the observation that marginal tie probability in social networks generally changes
(typically decreasing) as distance between individuals
increases. This basic property is supported by empirical findings from many different fields (Almquist and Butts 2015;
Boessen et al. 2014; Bossard 1932; Festinger et al. 1950;
Freeman, Freeman, and Michaelson 1988; Hägerstrand
1967; Latané, Nowak, and Liu 1994; McPherson, SmithLovin, and Cook 2001; Smith et al. 2015). Although the
model of equation 1 treats edges as conditionally independent given distance, its large-scale behavior is robust to
unmodeled dependence under a range of conditions (e.g.,
Butts 2003, 2011). This is particularly true given that we are
here interested in aggregate tie volumes between universityaffiliated groups (an extremely robust property) rather than
the detailed structure of networks at the micro level (e.g.,
centrality scores or local clustering). Despite their simplicity,
spatial Bernoulli graphs have been demonstrated to predict
social processes ranging from regional identification
(Almquist and Butts 2015) to crime rates (Hipp et al. 2013).
The SIF may take many different functional forms, each
of which has important theoretical implications for the macroscopic properties of the networks it generates (Butts 2010).
Although one can choose functional forms in an exploratory
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manner, knowledge of the relational setting can also guide
the choice of SIF. One must take account of the context of
interaction, which may in fact rule out particular function
forms (for a detailed description, see Butts 2003; Butts and
Acton 2011). From a hypothesis-testing perspective, model
selection that considers different function forms rejects specific relationships (or theories) between distance and tie
probability, along with their corresponding implications for
network structure. For illustrative purposes, consider a simple power law functional form (Butts and Acton 2011). In
this case, tie probability decays as a power law in distance:
d ( x) =

pb

(1 + α x)γ

,

(2)

where 0 ≤ pb ≤ 1 is a baseline tie probability, α ≥ 0 is a scaling parameter, and γ > 0 is the exponent that controls the
distance effect. The power law function is monotone decreasing in distance, which implies that edges on average tend to
be short; adjacent individuals are closer in space than nonadjacent individuals, on average. This type of relationship
tends to produce local clustering. Power law functions also
have relatively heavy tails. Heavy-tailed interaction functions tend to produce networks in which there are relatively
large numbers of long-range ties, thus creating short paths
between spatially distant regions in the network. When combined with the heterogeneous distribution of population
through space, SIFs such as that of equation 2 can produce
surprisingly complex network structures (see, e.g., Butts
et al. 2012). Here, we further extend this model to allow the
SIF itself to vary as a function of other covariates, as
described below.

Spatial Bernoullli Graphs with Covariates
Distance is known to be an extremely powerful determinant
of social interaction, as previous research has documented
(Latané et al. 1995; Stewart 1941b). However, it is not clear
that the influence of distance will be constant across pairs of
individuals with varying social or institutional contexts. In
particular, we are interested in the differential effects of distance on tie probability along status lines, that is, how the
marginal relationship between distance and tie probability
might vary across different stratification categories and social
groups. To incorporate the possibility of inhomogeneous distance effects, we add covariate terms into the spatial Bernoulli
model. This extends the model family in a simple manner,
allowing one to capture the impact of tie-level covariates such
as difference in institutional prestige on the SIF. Introducing a
linear predictor for each of the SIF parameters allows one to
hypothesize about the differential influences of tie variables
on the probability of a social connection in terms of the base
tie probability, scale, or shape of the distance–tie probability
relationship. In this framework, the general SIF form for the
power law model described above becomes

Pr (Yij = 1) = d ( Dij , pbij , α ij , γ ij ) =

pb

ij

(1 + α ij ⋅ Dij )

γ

ij

,

(3)

−1
T
where pbij = logit (θ X ij ) , α ij = exp(ψ T Wij ), γ ij = exp(φ T U ij ),
θ , ψ , and φ are parameter vectors, and X , W , and U are
covariate matrices.
Covariates may enter into the model at different points,
each of which has specific effects on the subsequent relationship between distance and tie probability. It is important to
recognize that (as for all network models) one must frame
each effect in terms of tie-level covariates. As such, the characteristics of a given individual himself or herself cannot
alone determine tie probability; rather, it is the attributes of
the pair that matter. For example, we might hypothesize that
ties between two men (or women) are more likely than ties in
cross-gender relationships at all distances. Including a
covariate for whether ties are homogeneous or heterogeneous by gender would capture this type of effect.
Covariate effects interact with tie probability via each of
the three model parameters, pb , α , and γ in distinct ways.
For instance, as mentioned previously, we might hypothesize
gender homophily to be important in determining tie probability. One possibility is that homophily acts as a constant
factor across distance, systematically boosting the relative
probability of gender-homophilous versus gender-heterophilous ties. In this case, gender consonance would occur as a
covariate effect in the baseline probability parameter, pb.
(Effects of this general sort have been considered, e.g., by
Daraganova et al. 2012.) On the other hand, the impact of
this or other covariates might indeed differ across distance.
Socioeconomic status differences, for example, are likely to
be exaggerated at long distances. Higher socioeconomic status classes have more resources and potential for mobility,
making distance less constraining on social interaction.
These types of effects are then likely to influence α or γ ,
rather than pb. As a general matter, pb effects adjust the
base probability of a tie between two individuals, regardless
of spatial position. α effects change the effective scale on
which distance operates, making a given physical unit of distance “shorter” or “longer” in terms of its impact on a given
pair of individuals. Finally, γ effects change the shape of the
distance–tie probability relationship; for power law models,
increasing γ produces SIFs with heavier tails, allowing a
greater chance of ties between individuals at very long distances. A given covariate (e.g., concordance on gender) may
affect one of these parameters, or it may do so in combination. In the latter case, the nonlinear interaction between the
base probability, scale, and shape effects will determine the
overall impact of the covariate on the distance–tie probability relationship. Extending spatial Bernoulli models to
include tie-level covariates this allows one to explore a wide
range of hypotheses about the differential effects of distance
on tie probability.
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Model Fitting and Selection
Although the spatial Bernoulli modeling framework
described above is relatively straightforward in theory, the
estimation procedures required to fit spatial Bernoulli models with tie-level covariates to large-scale, real-world data
are nontrivial. We use custom software to fit these models to
data, which incorporates the statnet software suite (Handcock
et al. 2008) for use in calculating statistics on the egocentric
networks. We consider four basic forms for the SIF—exponential, logistic, power law, and attenuated power law (Butts
2003). Along with these four SIF functional forms, we
explore a series of institutional-level covariates, including
the difference in endowments of the schools with which the
pair of individuals are affiliated, the difference in tuition, and
the difference in setting of the schools (e.g., urban or rural).
Each of these potential predictions begin as individual-level
covariates and must be transformed into node-pair covariates. Thus we consider the absolute difference, sum, and
mean of each of these factors. The interpretation in this case
would be that the absolute difference in endowment between
two schools could influence the chance that individuals at
these school are friends, for example.
Measures of university status are of particular interest,
because they speak to the ways in which distance may differentially affect social interaction across social categories,
that is, the interaction between physical and social distance.
One of the most basic distinguishing factors among academic institutions is whether they are public or private. As
such we classify ties on the basis of the type of institution at
each end point. This results in a three-fold classification of
social ties.
The USNWR data allow the construction of a “prestige”
measure for each of the top-ranked universities. The methodology of the rankings is somewhat obscure; by some combination of factors, each school ultimately receives a numerical
scoring, by which it is later ranked. Rank and score are also
highly correlated with selectivity (determined primarily by
acceptance rates). Selectivity is a four-category distinction
ranging from most to least selective. Together these three
factors are a suitable proxy for the prestige of a university.
Unsurprisingly, these three factors are highly correlated.
Therefore, we take prestige to be the first principal component scores of these three covariates. The first principal component captures just over 99 percent of the variance in these
factors.
In addition to the primary covariates of interest, public or
private category, and prestige differences, we also consider
differences in endowment, tuition, and setting. For numerical covariates, we consider absolute difference, mean, and
median, each of which offers a potential relationship
between status indicators and the marginal tie probability.
Given the set of possible SIF functional forms and covariates, model selection in this context presents a formidable
task. We thus use an automated procedure to find likely

candidate models and compare models via goodness-of-fit
criteria. The procedure of model selection can itself be
viewed as a means of rejecting (or failing to reject) hypotheses about the form of the SIF and of the influence of different covariates. Each of the potential explanatory factors not
selected, given some selection criteria, can be seen as failing
to reject the null hypothesis about the influence of this predictor, essentially indicating that this set of covariates bears
no significant relationship to the quantity of interest, the
probability of a social tie.
We evaluate each of the models using a penalized deviance measure that takes into account the issue of model overfitting; in this case we have opted to use the Bayesian
information criterion (Schwarz 1978), which is the generally
preferred model selection criterion for exponential family
models. The top six models can be seen in Table 2, along
with an intercept-only model for comparison. Once the top
model is determined, we estimate the model parameters via
posterior maximization, as shown in Table 3.7
Again we stress that the covariates found in Table 2 were
not the only ones at risk for inclusion in the model—nonselection of a covariate can thus be interpreted as a de facto
rejection of the hypothesis that it is a net predictor of tie
probability given included effects. The absolute difference in
prestige and indicators for whether the schools involved are
private or public seem to be the most powerful explanatory
factors in this case. They appear in all of the top models in
various forms. We also find that power law forms of the SIF
perform best.

Results
Distance Still Matters
Let us begin by considering the overall aggregate relationship between distance and online friendship ties on Facebook.
Although new technologies have undoubtedly changed the
interplay between social interaction and distance, it is unclear
that they have totally obliterated all effects of distance.
Traditional theories predict that tie probabilities decrease as
distance increases, that is individuals who are closer in physical space are more likely to be tied than those who are far
apart. As noted above, some scholars have argued that the
world is now “flat” and that tie probabilities no longer
decrease with distance.
Consider a simple plot of the raw mixing rates in the data as
a function of distance. Recall these rates are calculated by considering the proportion of friendship ties that are observed in
relation to those that could have been observed (i.e., the potential number of ties on the basis of the estimated population of
the two different schools). Figure 1 shows a clear relationship
between distance and tie weight in the observed friendship
network among individuals on Facebook affiliated with U.S.
universities. We also show a visualization of these raw mixing
rates in Figure 2. It is evident that the chance of a tie decreases
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Table 2. Model Selection Results for the Facebook Friendship Network.
pb Effects

Model

α Effects

γ Effects

Public/
Public/
Public/
Covariate Intercept Private Prestige Intercept Private Prestige Intercept Private Prestige
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5
Model 6




































Table 3. Parameter Estimates for Spatial Embedded Network
Model of Friendship between Nationally Ranked U.S. Universities.
Parameter
pb

α

γ

aAll

Component

Estimate

Posterior Standard
Deviations

Intercept
Private-public
Public-public
Prestige
Intercept
Private-public
Public-public
Prestige
Intercept
Private-public
Public-public

−6.0974
−0.4340
−0.7501
−0.0176
2.1687
−2.2169
−4.5387
−0.0187
−1.0789
0.4523
1.0009

0.0061a
0.0200a
0.0063a
0.0000a
0.0259a
0.0493a
0.0269a
0.0001a
0.0016a
0.0026a
0.0023a

estimates >> 3 posterior standard deviations from zero.

with increased distance between contacts and is a least weakly
monotonic as the logarithm of the distance. Thus, this fits with
previous research in the area suggesting an inverse relationship. Is distance dead? No. Even in the case of online social
connections, distance remains a powerful determinant of interaction probability. We explore the precise form of this relationship in greater detail presently.

The Public-private Divide
Table 3 contains parameter estimates and associated posterior
standard deviations for the power law model (chosen in the previously described model selection process). The table indicates
different predictors for each of the model parameters: the baseline tie probability ( pb ), scaling factor ( α ), and exponent ( γ )
for the power law model. Contrary to what might be expected,
the impact of these covariates is not confined to base tie probability, distance scale, or interaction shape; instead, they jointly
alter the SIF in multiple, simultaneous ways. The nonlinearity
of the this model makes individual parameter estimates difficult to interpret on their own. We thus find it more illuminating
to consider the predicted tie probability curves at different representative values of the predictors in relation to distance.

















Spatial Interaction
Function Form

BIC

Power law
Power law
Attenuated power law
Attenuated power law
Attenuated power law
Attenuated power law

24,911,904
24,918,710
24,926,060
24,933,741
24,935,807
25,139,114

The predicted values for the observed data are seen in
Figure 3. Two important results stand out in this figure. First,
we observe a banding in the tie probabilities by whether the
relationship is between individuals at two public schools, two
private schools, or one of each. Two individuals are more
likely to be tied if they are at two private schools than at two
public schools, at the same distance apart; this relationship
seems to hold across all distances. Additionally, we find that
the variance of the private-private tie probabilities is larger
than that of the public-public schools, as seen in the wider
band. Public-private schools are somewhere in the middle.
Together, these results suggest that individuals at private
schools are more likely to have social connections on Facebook
that span larger distances. However, we also find that (because
of prestige effects) persons affiliated with private schools are
likely to exhibit more variability in their tie probabilities.
Consider the predicted curves for an average prestige difference in each of the three categories of tie classification by
school type: public-public, public-private, and private-private.
These results are seen in the center panel of Figure 4. We find
significant differences in the tail weights of these curves. The
tie probability between two private university–affiliated persons is much higher than two public university–affiliated persons or even one private and one public at large distances. This
indicates that although distance itself has a significant effect
on the chance of a social tie, this effect is exaggerated for ties
involving public universities. Social ties between those affiliated with private academic institutions are found at higher
rates across longer distances. If we consider two private school
and two public school affiliated pairs, with each located at an
identical, long distance from each other, the chance of a tie
between the two private school affiliates is higher than the
public school affiliates. This public-private status characteristic of the institutions to which people belong moderates the
effect of distance on the chance of a social relationship.

Status Effects
Figure 4 shows the fitted prediction curves for the tie probability as a function of distance if we vary the prestige difference between persons’ institutions. We show the 25th, 50th,
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Figure 1. Effects of distance on tie frequency in observed data. Tie frequency decreases as a function of distance between end points.

Figure 2. Social ties among U.S. universities.

and 75th percentiles of the prestige difference distribution.
Evident in this figure is the result that larger differences in
prestige decrease the probability of a friendship tie across all
distances; the curves shift down as prestige differences
become larger. Individuals at universities that differ greatly
in their perceived prestige are less likely to be tied than those
at universities of similar prestige. These results point toward
a stratification of ties along lines of university prestige.
Again we find that the relationship between distance and
social ties is structured along status lines, producing systematic differences in the natures of an individual’s social network that are organized by status categories.
Another feature of these curves is the crossing: the point
at which the tie probability between a pair at two public

schools surpasses the tie probability between a pair at two
private schools or even one private and one public school.
This phenomenon occurs between distances of approximately 3 and 300 km; note that this distance range will often
be within a state boundary. Thus, individuals affiliated with
public schools in a given state are more likely to be tied to
others associated with public schools in the same region at
higher rates than individuals at two private schools in the
same region. We discuss some of the potential mechanisms
for producing this result below.
Together, these results offer a new perspective into the
systematic differences in social network structure among
university-affiliated persons on Facebook. Differences seem
to exist along status lines, with an overarching global impact
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Figure 3. Fitted values of the spatial Bernoulli model. Ties between two private school are in red, two public schools are in blue, and
one public one private are in green. Shown on log-log scale on right. Note the banding by tie type and the difference in band widths,
indicating difference in variability in tie probability.

of geographical proximity. We discuss the implications of
these results in the subsequent section.

Discussion
Our results show that there is a continuing impact of spatial
proximity on online relationships among university affiliates, with differences based on the nature of the universities
in question; these differences seem to be structured along

institutional and status lines. We have demonstrated that distance is still a vital predictor of social ties, even in online
environments in which these effects would be expected to be
at their weakest. Although long-range friendships certainly
exist, the probability that any two individuals are tied drops
significantly as the physical distance between them increases.
This is consonant with previous work suggesting that online
ties (like those among Facebook users) are not formed exclusively in a spatial environment but in fact reflect social
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Figure 4. Impact of prestige difference and public-private differences on tie probability on log-log scale. The three figures show
estimated spatial interaction functions at three different quantiles of prestige difference; as can be seen, tail weights and overall shape
vary as a function of prestige.

processes that include offline and institutionally mediated
dimensions. Although Facebook users could in principle
form ties without regard to geographical limitations, they do
not: they are disproportionately connected to those to whom
they are more proximate.
Although propinquity is an overwhelming force, it does
not affect everyone equally. We see clear differences between
individuals at private versus public schools in the presence of
long-range ties. Individuals affiliated with public schools are
more “regional” in their social relations, and those individuals affiliated with private schools are more cosmopolitan.
Because of the cross-sectional nature of this research, we
were unfortunately not able to investigate the proportion of
social ties that are formed before and after college attendance
(e.g., see Noel and Nyhan 2011). This type of work would

offer additional insight into the mechanisms that lead to the
observed differentiated social structure; for example, is it
that individuals are primarily characterized by the social ties
they made in high school, made in college, or a combination
of these two processes? Our results may be the product of a
migration process, a retention process, or both. Although this
does offer an exciting avenue for future work, it is not the
central concern of this research. Furthermore, our findings
suggest that elites—those who attend top-tier private
schools—show more dispersion in their friendship ties. It is
conceivable that this is the result of an underlying selective
migration process, in which elites preferentially scatter
across the country (“pulling” old ties with them). Individuals
who attend lower tier schools, on the other hand, may remain
more regionally confined. Alternatively, the story might be
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one of access. Some scholars have argued that the benefit of
attending top-tier universities is the access it grants to the
elite social networks of students and alumni (Dale and
Krueger 2002; Gould 1989; Hoxby 2001; Hoxby and Terry
1999). Whether due to migration or due to the ability to tap
into others’ long-range contacts, the relative dispersion of
ties at elite institutions may give those within them an advantage in tapping into a more diverse range of information and
resources than those confined to more parochial environments (in close analogy to Burt 1992).
Finally, we explore the effects of prestige differences on
social ties. Our findings indicate that prestige differences
moderate the realized effects of distance. Higher differences
in prestige between two schools lower the chance that social
ties exist between affiliated individuals. Overall, these two
results together suggest a story of stratification. Systematic
differences in the properties of personal networks structured
along status lines have important consequences for theories
of inequality in higher education.
A college education is tied to a number of important life
outcomes, such as employment, lifetime earnings, and class
mobility; it is also tied to one’s position within social structure and subsequent access to social capital (Granovetter
1974). Theories of higher education have always been concerned with the inequality in access and success in educational institutions (for recent work, see Bound, Hershbein,
and Long 2009). There are many different mechanisms that
may or may not be important to an individual’s success
within educational institutions and subsequent life outcomes;
one important mechanism is that of access to resources via
social ties (e.g., obtaining a job; Granovetter 1974). Although
the advantages of attending a college or university are well
known (e.g., lower unemployment, higher average earnings;
Baum and Ma 2007), the additional benefit of attending
highly prestigious private universities (e.g., Harvard
University, Stanford University) compared with prestigious
public schools (e.g., state flagship schools such as the
University of California, Berkeley, or the University of
Michigan) is in general contentious (although there is some
evidence that attending more prestigious schools correlates
with attending and acquiring admittance to prestigious graduate schools; Eide, Brewer, and Ehrenberg 1998). As
Granovetter (1973) suggested, there are a number of reasons
why the larger variation and distance structure of social ties
might be advantageous. Individuals with more spatially
diverse networks will have access to more varied resources
and information; their networks will have the potential to
ensure against local economic and disruptive conditions
(e.g., local housing slumps, job loss, floods, fires).
There is a significant body of research on the effects of
formal structure on the individual (e.g., behavior and environment; for a more detailed discussion, see Hurtado 2007).
This research has been extended to help explain and interpret
rates of college attendance, acceptance, and graduation at
selective universities, especially in the context of segregation
and racial discrimination (Espenshade 2009; Massey et al.
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2006). This work has focused on a number of different theories, such as social integration and peer influence, as well as
achievement measurements (Advanced Placement classes,
SAT scores, grade point average, etc.) to explain who ends
up at what university and who succeeds. However, few studies have focused on the explicit modeling of social interaction effects as a result of the university one chooses to attend.
Here we are able to show that systematic difference do exist
between individuals at top-tier universities; differences that
are structure along status lines. We demonstrate explicitly
that university affiliation is associated with inequalities in
terms of network properties.

Conclusion
In this article we have examined the effects of physical distance and institutional indicators of prestige on social ties in a
spatially embedded friendship network among top-tier U.S.
universities by modeling the marginal relationship between
distance and tie probability. We used data gathered from the
OSN Facebook to construct a weighted friendship network
among the 196 national universities ranked highest by
USNWR. By locating these institutions in space, we are able
to jointly explore the structure of the social network and the
effects on this structure of space itself as well as external factors. As the results indicate, our findings reinforce the empirical evidence that distance structures many different kinds of
social interaction and subsequent social ties by opportunities
for tie formation. We have demonstrated that the probability
of a friendship tie significantly decreases as distance between
the entities involved increases, even in an online setting for
which such effects would be expected to be at their weakest.
We find that there is a difference between the likelihood of
two individuals’ being tied on the basis of whether those individuals are affiliated with public or private schools and that this
difference itself varies with geographical distance. This effect
is further exacerbated by the prestige levels of the universities
in question (i.e., two individuals are more likely to be tied if
they both attend universities of about the same prestige level).
Taken together, these effects demonstrate that universities help
facilitate stratification not only in the traditional, offline context but also in the online environment. The lines of division
known to sociologists from the past century continue to persist,
even in the face of a changing technological environment.
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Notes
1.

Nor is this a new finding in the context of telephony;
Hägerstrand (1967) famously showed similar results for phone
calls in rural Sweden.

Spiro et al.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

For the most recent statistics on U.S. online social networking
statistics, see Pew Research Center (2012).
This sampling strategy was possible because of the unique
nature of the Facebook user identification number space at the
time of data collection; it is no longer feasible, making this data
set extremely valuable.
University affiliation is a publicly visible characteristic that
requires the user to have a verified university e-mail account. This
is the only restriction on the user population; participants in the
study could include students, faculty members, and staff members.
“In a relatively short period of time the U.S. News and World
Report University Rankings annual ranking of the nation colleges and universities as undergraduate institutions has become
the ‘gold standard’ of the ranking business” (Ehrenberg 2002).
USNWR does not rank the lower 25 percent of national universities, because of data limitations (U.S. News & World Report
Online 2010).
All estimates reflect posterior modes under diffuse t priors;
Monte Carlo procedures used in the estimation process were
repeated 25 times, with the median estimate reported.
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